Where Samplers Rule
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“Isabella Fox 1827”
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Inside:
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When Gigi first showed me this sampler, I immediately thought of our December Sampler of the Month with its lovely red everywhere
and the Tree of Life looking very much like a decorated Christmas Tree. Sampler size ~ 250w x 257h, on 40c 12.5 x 13.

Close-up of Tree of Life and A & E!

Don’t you just love the whimsical
way Isabella stitched “1827”?
Through December 31 save
15% on purchasing 2 of these 3:

* chartpack $24
* 40c linen $33
* overdyed silks $143.50

Adam and Eve (with the letters “A” and “E” above the corresponding figure) standing on either side of the
Tree of Life, which is covered with apples and birds, the serpent twined around the tree trunk. Two
cherubs hover above the tree, a crown between them and a sun and moon on either side. There are tulips,
stars, a crown, urns of flowers, trees, birds and six animals by Adam & Eve. Along the top of the sampler
are the letters of the alphabet and along the bottom are the words "Isabella Fox Her Sampler and Her
Work 1827." On either side of the top of the tree are written the words "Be thou faithful unto Death and
I will give thee a crown of Life." The whole piece is surrounded by a beautiful strawberry border.
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Heart’s Ease Examplar Workes
THE ATTIC!

presents

A Maryland Inspiration

November Co-Samplers of the Month: “A Maryland
Inspiration” from Heart’s Ease Examplar Workes &
“Spirit of Christmas” from Erica Michaels
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The words in the design elements embody the “Spirit of
Christmas,” and the rich Seasonal colors, even richer in silk,
underscored with shades of gold, are so pleasing to stitch with!

Because of the unprecedented popularity of designer Theresa Baird’s first publication,
and because we still have the model to display for a short time in November, I chose to
Heart’s Ease Examplar Workes
continue this beautiful design for another month as our co-sampler of the month.

O riginal D esigns by Theresa M. Baird
108 Crystal Run D rive
Here’s a design note from Theresa
about
her
spectacular
sampler: "A Maryland Inspiration"
M id dleto
w n,
D ela
ware 19709
(302)
was inspired by a sampler I saw several years
ago378-7321
while visiting an exhibit at the Maryland Historical
H eartseaseE
W@gmail.com
Society with my friend, Pat Hunt. The
book, A Maryland
Sampling by Gloria Allen, was based on
w w.heartseaseexamplarworkes.blogspot.com
this exhibit. While all thewsamplers
on display were beautiful, there was one in particular, the "Margaret

Design size ~ 124 x 140, on 40c 3.1 x 3.5. Designed to be
stitched on the 40c silk gauze included in the chartpack, I
chose a 40c linen that somewhat simulated the background
and eliminated my having to stitch the background!
During November save 15% on purchasing 2 of these 3:

* chartpack $18 (w/silk gauze)
* 40c linen ($6 without silk gauze)
* overdyed silks $61; $68.50 w/background silk
When placing your order, please specify whether you plan
to stitch this on silk gauze or linen. If on silk gauze, your
silks will include the background silk.

Ogle Sampler,” that really intrigued me. I said to Pat, "I hope they will do a reproduction of this sampler,
because I just love it." But, as years passed, it never was reproduced. I decided to do a design using the
"bones" of the sampler as my guide, in particular the triple border and vertical alphabets. I designed it in
July of 2010, started stitching in August, and finished it by Christmas 2010. The award from Woodlawn
was both a proud and humbling experience as I had never entered anything at Woodlawn prior to this. I am
new to designing professionally, but, through the years, have designed for myself, my guild (DVHSG) and
stitching friends.
During November save 15% on purchasing two of
the following:
• chart $35
• Lakeside linen (40c w/2-inch margins = $45)
• overdyed silks + NPI $194.50 OR all NPI $124
The verse:
To tell the Saviour all my wants, how pleasing is the task
Nor less to praise him when he grants beyond what I ask
Sampler size ~ 381 x 381, on 40c 19 x 19. The designer used Lakeside’s
Vintage Lt. Examplar and specified a combination of Belle Soie and NPI.
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Merry Cox November 2012

November

As an Attic Addicts Club member, during
November save 15% on the following items:
• All Christmas/Holiday Charts & Kits
• Overdyed Silk Threads
• All Hand-Dyed Linens, In-Stock Custom Cuts
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Our 2012 weekend of workshops with Merry Cox is now a treasured
memory! Thank you, Merry, for being with us for an inspiring series of
projects and workshops. Each one of us is grateful for your unbelievable
finishing techniques that you teach with such ease and grace.

Unicorn Wedding Sampler Stitch-Along ~
Further instructions for this exquisite heirloom will
be published in a future newsletter edition.
Saturday, Nov 24, Thanksgiving Stitch-In, 10:30 - ?? This Attic
event has been “postponed” due to staffing shortages for the Holiday
weekend; however, a group of fun stitchers are still planning to come and
stitch together, and some are bringing their lunch and/or a sharable treat.
No registration; first-come, first-seated & in-the-shop seating, if necessary.
Saturday, December 1, 10:30-12:30, Beginning
Linen This class is appropriate for both beginning
stitchers and anyone wishing to refine their skills.
The class project is Linda’s Tulip needlebook
design, and the $30 fee includes her expert
instruction + all project materials

Merry teaching us her
inestimable tips & techniques!

Merry’s long-time dear friend
and very able assistant, Nita.

Saturday, December 15, 1-4 PM, Our Annual Kris
Kringle Party. Special Holiday sweet treats and
the Attic’s famous fruit punch + ornament
exchange for those wishing to participate. Please
let us know if you plan to be with us for our
planning purposes.

Our Holiday Hours
Wednesday, Nov 21, 10 - 2 p.m.
Thanksgiving Day - Closed!
Friday & Saturday, Nov. 23 & 24, 10 - 4

The well-lit meeting room at the Hyatt filled with attentive needleworkers.

Our Holiday Hours
Closed, Monday, Dec 24 & Christmas Day
Closed, Monday, Dec. 31 & New Year’s Day

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.
Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast
cancer research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes
for a Cure cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or
more) with fabulous time-tested recipes as well as
complimentary designs from 11 designers.

Merry autographing students’ boxes.
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Merry Cox November 2012 (continued)

Brits Sandra, Grace & Caroline proudly wearing
their poppies in honor of Armistice Day.
Needlework friends pose with Merry

Bernie from Belgium became
fast friends with Sue and Robin
from Australia and actually
became their chauffeur, her first
time renting a car in the USA!
Family & friends gathered at Rick’s for
their private retreat & joined us for a day.
Learning to make bows the Merry way.

Melanie brought just a few of her
Merry projects from Attic workshops
over the past decades, and she holds
her favorite: the Sailor’s Huswif.
Very inspiring collection!
Some of it is all about the food! Thank
you, Carol & Carolyn, for your help.
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The Attic’s 2013 Sampler Symposium

I am very pleased to present the program for The Attic’s
2013 Sampler Symposium, 5 PM Friday, Jan 18 ~ 4
PM Sunday, Jan 20 (daily schedule 9-4) and I am
absolutely thrilled with our faculty. I hope you are as well!
Our faculty:
• Lorraine Mootz, Celle, Germany, co-author of Samplers
and Designs: Three Centuries of European Samplers
• Vickie Jennett of NeedleWorkPress
• Sherri Jones of Patrick’s Woods
• Joanne Martin Lukacher, author of Imitation and
Improvement: The Norfolk Sampler Tradition
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(Registration is full for this Symposium; waiting list only.) The $450 fee includes
a Friday night light supper; continental breakfast, lunch, and breaks Saturday and Sunday; 2
reproduction sampler charts from Lorraine Mootz that are exclusive to workshop attendees;
kit for Vickie Jennett’s workshop as well as for Sherri Jones’ Sunday workshop. Registration is
limited due to the size of the room. A non-refundable deposit of $50 is due upon registration. The
balance will be due upon issuance of the pre-stitching kits for Vickie’s workshop.
Announcement of when the kits are ready for mailing will be in a future newsletter. The
event will again be held at Hyatt Place Mesa, where they have available an Attic Needlework
room block with prices of $119 for King rooms and $129 for Queen/Queen rooms. Here is
their Website. Free shuttle service to the shop is provided (airport transportation is not), so
renting a car is really not necessary.

Lorraine will present two slide lectures and several charted samplers from her collection:
* Sajou, School, and Plain Sewing Samplers Towards the end of the 19th century, the working of fine
samplers in many elaborate stitches had given way to the often red alphabet marking samplers made by girls in school
during their required needlework instruction. While alphabets and numbers dominated, motifs from the popular
accordion-folded pattern booklets were often scattered around the samplers or grouped at the bottom or top. Along
with marking in cross and satin stitch, these young hands learned to knit, crochet, darn, sew, patch, and mend with
astounding excellence. Lorraine will be showing slides from her collection of early to later alphabet samplers, pattern
booklets, instructional manuals for teachers, and plain sewing samplers from France, Germany, England, and the
United States. To accompany her lecture she has reproduced Marguerite Dumas' 1895 French school sampler with 4
alphabets, numbers from 1-0, four different borders, as well as some of the popular Sajou motifs from the little pattern
booklets so popular around the turn of the century. Also reproduced and available to attendees will be charts of two
other French schoolgirl samplers, one from Marguerite's daughter Claudia Morel 1927 and one from F. Potherat 1891.
* Decorated Towels on Both Sides of the Atlantic This is a slide lecture on European and Pennsylvania
German decorated towels from Lorraine’s collection. Discussed is where the towels were made, why they were made,
what motifs are found on the various decorated towels as well as their relation to samplers. (An aside: according to
Ellen Gehret it is a no-no to say "show towel" as that is a relatively new term never used by the Pennsylvania Germans.)
Vickie LoPiccolo Jennett’s “A Token of Friendship” graced the cover of the Spring 2003 Sampler & Antique Needlework
Quarterly. This charming project fits so perfectly with Lorraine’s slide lecture that we asked Vickie to present a workshop
on the construction of her “little book.” Here’s what she says about this project: I have always loved letters in all shapes and
forms. So, when I stumbled upon a tiny "pattern book" in a South Dakota antiques shop, my curiosity was piqued. Exactly 10 years ago I
was delving into a subject new to me and to many other 21st-century needleworkers. I had not yet met Lori Mootz, nor been exposed to her
wealth of expertise. What I did have, though, was a dogged determination to study and recreate one of these books that blended my two
passions: letters and needlework. I took the liberty of creating a pattern; took advantage of several friends (no, I still don't stitch on 40ct linen)
and managed to piece together a precious little project that found its way to the cover of Sampler and Antique Needlework
Quarterly. You would have thought I made the cover of The Rolling Stone. Fact of the matter, that article opened the door to countless
opportunities to write about something I loved instead of just completing writing assignments. I am as delighted today to bring you this project
as I was 10 years ago when it appeared in SANQ. If you complete the stitching for A Token of Friendship, you will walk away from this class
with your very own completed fold-out book. Stitches are mostly cross stitch with limited long-arm cross, backstitch, and a nun's stitch border.
Even if you don't complete the stitching, you can complete the book and add your stitched piece (or the mini-project of your choice.)

A sneak peek at the
stunning sampler design
from In the Company of
Friends included within Ms.
Lukacher’s book.

Joanne Martin Lukacher, author of a new book, Imitation and Improvement: The Norfolk Sampler Tradition, available in
February 2013, will present a lecture on a distinctive body of samplers executed by the girls of Norfolk during a dramatic
time of social and cultural change in late 18th-century Britain. The motifs and style of these samplers reveal a rich
engagement with textile craft and industry that was both regional and international in scope. These works are analyzed
for their exquisite beauty and skill and for the civic, moral, and educational values that they embodied in Norfolk society
from 1730 to 1830. By closely studying the intricate and distinguishing features of these samplers, Ms. Lukacher opens
up remarkable vistas onto a complex social landscape and the significant and primary place of textile art within it.
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The Attic’s 2013 Sampler Symposium (continued)
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Sherri Jones’ workshop will feature her Button Lover’s Brag Book:
This stitched book is designed to showcase a select few of your most exquisite
buttons, modern or vintage. The model book incorporates 8 stitched ‘pages’ to
display buttons made of pearl, glass and metals, as well as buttons known as calicos
and fashion buttons (including fabric and thread buttons). Six vintage button cards
are reproduced on fabric to display buttons on three of the pages. Stitched designs
surround buttons on the remaining pages. Pages can easily be customized to reflect
your favorite button styles, or you can focus on a selection of just one style of
button. You do not need an extensive collection of buttons. Buttons can be added
over time as you enjoy collecting. And buttons are not permanently attached so that
you may use a special button for another project. The book measures approx. 4” x
6”. The book is stitched on 32 count linen with silk floss in vintage tones of brown
and blue. The book is finished by hand with simple finishing techniques. Kit does
NOT include buttons.
Sherri will also precent a slide lecture on the fun facts and trivia about buttons.

The weekend’s exact schedule is still being finalized, but the important thing to know is
the festivities will begin at 5 PM in the hotel Gallery where a light supper will be served
for all attendees, and the weekend will end at 4 PM on Sunday. Each day will begin at
9 AM and continue until 4, with an hour for lunch in the hotel Gallery, and morning
and afternoon breaks with refreshments and delicious treats. Continental breakfast is
available to all workshop participants Saturday and Sunday in the hotel Gallery.

Monday’s Optional Class with Sherri Jones/Patrick’s Woods

A Fine and Fancy Tulip Tray

This unique tray was inspired by an antique Mauchline
ware tray, circa 1910. The tray, made exclusively for Patrick's
Woods, is crafted from rich dark walnut.
The five fancy-edged panels are laced together with
custom dyed silk satin ribbons.
Five stitched pockets are
embellished with a variety of Florentine patterns and scatterings
of tulip and swan motifs, stitched with silk floss in vintage tones of
rose pink, old gold, light mocha and grey green. The bottom
panel shimmers with pattern darning stitching in icy rose silk.
Pearl buttons shown on the panels ARE included in the kit, and
are attached with silk ribbon bows. Of course, there will be
options for button and bow placement as well as for the pockets.
The petite tulip tray is fitted with a tulip shaped needle
case, small pyn pillow, a vintage velvet berry cushion and a pyn
berry tower.
A matching ruler and thread palette are available
separately.
The $285 workshop fee includes the workshop kit as well as
continental breakfast, lunch, and break treats morning and afternoon. The
workshop will run from 9 - 4 PM. (Registration is full; waiting
list only at this point.)

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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$14,000+! Thank you, thank you, thank you for your support of our 15th Annual BCRF Silent
Auction for Breast Cancer Research! It will be another four to six weeks to gather the donations
from the winning bidders. Please feel free to send in your donation if you still wish to
participate; checks should be made payable to BCRF, the Breast Cancer Research Foundation.

It takes so many volunteers to make this
happen. Here are Terri, Sheri & Helen
hanging the ornament donations at The
Gathering Place on Friday night in
preparation for Saturday night’s event.

A few of the
donations and the
winning bids for
them, from the right:
The gold-burnished
tree with the 11 silk
gauze ornaments
from the “Christmas
at Hawk Run
Hollow” design
($2500) ~ The Bride’s
Box with 12
Ornaments ($750) ~
the Attic gift
certificate enclosed
within a lovely
needlework accessory
bag ($1,000) ~ and
the beaded pinecone
ornament ($450)

Above, “What do you get with Bubble Gum and Milk Chocolate?” Louise Henderson of
Cherished Stitches answered it this way in the lovely beautifully wrapped package she
presented me with at the Baltimore Market: “A breast cancer ornament to keep.”
Louise, like many of us, has been touched by breast cancer and has generously donated
this ornament design, stitched on 32c Milk Chocolate by Wichelt with Weeks’ Bubble Gum
Crewel Wool, and she provided a limited number of copies for our use. The ornament is
stitched over 2, except for the words “Love” and “Hope,” which are stitched over 1.
We’ve kitted Louise’s chart with a piece of the Milk Chocolate linen and the Bubble
Bum Crewel Wool (I know, the photograph shows Weeks floss; I didn’t read all the words
before taking the photograph) and all net proceeds from the sale of this kit will be
donated to the Breast Cancer Research Foundation. You may order the kit for “Hope,”
which includes Louise’s complimentary chart, the linen + the crewel wool for $8, or with
Weeks floss for $4.

Above, “The Happy Couple” designed by Brooke’s Books
especially for this Bride’s Box donation (for which $750 was the
winning bid!) is available as a gift from designer Nolan Brooke
as a complimentary design here ~ You might consider donating
to the BCRF as a thank-you! AND you, too, can stitch each of
these Bride’s Tree Ornaments. The charts are $6 each.

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Announcing a 2013 Attic Stitch-Along
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Don’t delay if you’d like to join us ~ time is running out to get your kit to you in time to begin in the New Year!
Remember, each kit is lovingly and painstakingly put together by Joanne, and with the Holidays approaching, the
time remaining to get your custom-made kit to you is running out. If you’ve already ordered yours, we’re shipping as
fast as we receive them, and delivery is now running about five weeks from order placement to order fulfillment.

The verses on “Ann Bowers”
Arise Awake Your Lamps to Take
And Do No Longer Slumber You
Must Then Trim To Waite on Him
Unto His Wedding Chamber * Ann
Bowers Her Sampler Made In The 13
Year of Her Age * * W X Y Z
Love Thou The Lord And He Will
Be A Tender Father Unto The WXY

The Ann Bowers Sampler
Because I’ve wanted to stitch this exquisite Examplarery
reproduction for over a decade, I’ve decided if I make it a
Stitch-Along project for this next year, that may actually
happen.
Joanne provides the following information in the kit:
“Ann Bowers was born in Newport on June 18th, 1734.
She was the daughter of Jonathan Bowers, a builder of
boats, and Mary Boss. We know that the family were
members of the Quaker Society of Friends in Newport.
Perhaps due to the economic devastation experienced in
Newport during the American Revolution and the death of
her father, Ann and her mother moved to Swansey,
Massachusetts in 1780. We have no further genealogical
information to glean on the remainder of Ann’s life.”
Stitches used in this piece are cross stitch over two
threads, cross stitch over one thread, back stitch, satin stitch,
Algerian eye, and queen stitch. On 35c linen, sampler size
is 9 3/4 x 21 1/2; on 40c linen, 8 1/2 x 18 3/4.
The kit is available on 35c linen with DMC ($80) or
35c or 40c linen with silk ($150). Valeri’s model, left, is
stitched with silks.
Anyone joining us on this Stitch-Along will receive
several complimentary accessory items to use as we work on
this beautiful sampler over the next 12 - 18 months,
beginning in January 2013.

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Just in Time for Gift Giving
Left, they’re back in stock!
These very popular
microfiber cloths ($6) from
NeedleWorkPress with the
“Ann Wheatley Sampler”
image on one side are perfect
for so many things that
everyone needs several of
them: one in your iPad case
to clean those finger smudges
off your screen, one in your
sunglasses case, one with
your reading glasses, and one
in your purse in case you
can’t find the others! At $6
they’re perfectly priced for
gift-giving as well!

Above, do you need a fun gift? Here’s the perfect thing: “Peek-aBoo Sheep” $28 where whimsical sheep adorn both sides of a slipon toilet seat cover. Perfect for the powder room and on Stitch
Nights. Felt may be dry cleaned. Sure to create interest & chuckles!

New from Needlemade Designs

“Twas the Night Before Christmas” $18, the foundation for a design that designer Linda Vinson taught at The
Attic’s 2009 Sampler Symposium, is now being released, with a wonderful extension of this charming project: a
series of 12 ornaments that help tell the story from Clement Clarke Moore’s poem that is now read worldwide as
a Christmas Eve tradition. The first two ornaments remind us that “The stockings were hung by the chimney
with care” and “In hopes that St. Nicholas soon would be there.” Sign up for the remaining ornaments to come!
The papier-mâché box is from Hobby Lobby. If you don’t have a Hobby Lobby near you, you can order the
set of 3, shown above right, online ~ or while our supply lasts, we are happy to ship you the box $4.50 (ND).
We’re planning a decorate-your-box class with Linda teaching us how (she says it’s so easy) in the New Year.

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Above, “Season of Love” $6, Ornament 11 in the
2012 Series, and, Right, “Bear Tree Forest” $8

Coming from Country Cottage Needleworks
Left, “Santa’s
House,” $6, is the
first release in a 12part series, “Santa’s
Village.”
It uses
the Golden Star
JA B C O bu t t o n
atop the tree.

Right, a suggested design layout of all
12 designs, 3 rows of 4 in each row.
Above, “Silent Night” $8, with an overdyed thread giving
the wonderful clapboard effect on the country church!

The series will include Santa's House, Poinsettia Place, North Pole Post Office, Mrs. Claus'
Cookie Shop, Santa's Stocking Store, Reindeer Stables, Christmas Tree Farm, Candy Cane
Cottage, Santa's Sleighworks, Gingerbread Emporium, Elves' Workshop, and Hot Cocoa Cafe.

Each of the designs in the “Santa’s Village” series will be 72w x 88h and, of course, may be stitched individually or all together. We will again be doing a
silk conversion kit with 36c linen. We just need to know from you if you’d like one large piece of linen or one with each chart. The

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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New Holiday Designs
There’s still time to stitch these wonderful recent releases!

Above: “Fraise de Noel, The Christmas Strawberry,” a $15 kit from The Purple Thread
that includes the 36c Edinburgh linen, Belle Soie silk floss + others, needle, River Silks
silk ribbon, Miyuki beads & wool, a lovely gift, stitched or not! From Annalee Waite
Designs, “Holiday Ornaments” $10 (I’ve included the small black-&-white sketch
because the designs aren’t showing clearly on the green linen especially.)
Left: These Premax scissors were advertised and
promoted to us, and us to you, as candycane-striped.
Well, when they arrived last week, they’re more like
dreamsicle colors. So ... they retail regularly for $19,
but till the end of the month they’re 25% off, or
$14.50, when all remaining stock will be returned.
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Left, from Just*Nan,
Round 2 of a limited
edition
kit,
“Gingerbread
Mouse” $12.50.
Round 1 sold out
almost overnight and
now Round 2 with
Just*Nan is gone as
well, but we still have
a few left. This
adorable mouse
hangs by her shiny
tail to add a little
whimsy to the
Christmas tree. She is
quick to stitch and
easy to finish and
comes with all the
important little
details. The kit
includes the hanger,
embellishments,
including silver beads
and the brass button
base, along with the
printed paper “Merry
Christmas” banner.
Stitched on 32c
Antique Almond
Belfast ~ linen cut,
$4.50.

From the left: 3 from Praiseworthy Stitches:
“Glad Tidings” $6, a design that reminds us to
celebrate Christmas’s special message, perfect as an
ornament or a sweet pincushion! ~ “Christmas
Sleigh Ride” $6, lovely as a needleroll but also very
framable ~ “O Tannenbaum Etui Kit” $28, a
limited-edition kit that features a scissor sheath/
needlebook embellished with Christmas motifs, a 2sided tiny thimble purse, a tiny pincushion, and
scissor fob, all tucked inside a tree-shaped box/etui

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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New from The Victoria Sampler
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Left & above: Cathy Jean’s Designs presents “Button Up Birdies #7”
chart $12 or w/accessory pack $38 ~ and “Christmas Chirpers” $12

Left, Thea’s 4 tiny purse-shaped ornaments, “Mini Purse Ornaments” chart $15 or
w/accessory pack, $40; the chart includes step-by-step finishing instructions with
color photographs that make it so easy, even I could finish these! They say a picture is
worth a thousand words, and these photos prove that point! (Also needed, DMC #12
& white silk floss for the snow!)
Above, “Candy Cane Cottage” (+ Candy-Cane Pinkeep, shown in the inset) is
Part 4 in Thea’s gorgeous Gingerbread Village. The chart is $18 and also includes
step-by-step finishing instructions with color photos so good you will feel Thea is right
there helping you through the finish! The chart w/main accessory pack is $56 (also
needed, DMC #8 and #12 and white silk to stitch the snow!)

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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New from Reflets de Soie
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Clockwise from above: “Marie Soulard 1896” $19, a great French
sampler with its original bright colors softened some, the
designer tells us, by using Gloriana silks ~ “Marquoir de Frise
1716” $21, charted for both Soie d’Alger and DMC, filled with
wonderful motifs ~ “Albertine Guiraud 1887” $14, presented
in 2 shades of blue, charted for Soie de Paris and DMC ~
“Roses et Volubilis 1857” $16; the sampler was so severely
damaged by time that the name of the embroiderer had
disappeared; the reproductionist chose to dedicate it to her 18year-old daughter and personalized it using the alphabets in
the sampler; she used wool but gives a DMC conversion.

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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New Designs from Europe
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Above & right, 4 from Cmon Monde: “Mon Joli Tambour” (My Beautiful Drum) $21 ~
“Mary Bobbins” $21, a most charming sampler filled with scissors and other sewingrelated motifs, including Mary Bobbins’ umbrella handle ~ “Les Lettres de mon
Jardin” (Letters from my Garden, with 2 colorways) $25 ~ and “Ma Bourse de
Brodeuse” (An Embroiderer’s Purse) $25 in 2 colorways, both with an elegant alphabet $25

2 from Collection
Tralala: Left, “Miss
Bobine” $18, a very
c h a r m i n g
needlewoman, and,
below, “Duo Couture”
$18, both of which
include many charming
needlework motifs

Above & right: 2 from
Jardin Secret: “Le Jardin
des Arbres” (Garden of
Trees) $20 and “A Fleur de
Pot” $25
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From Island Cottage Needlearts, left,
“All Hearts Come Home for Christmas” $7,
just in time for your Holiday stitching
baskets ~ and the November page for your
“A Schoolgirl’s Book of Needleworke” $9.50

Just released last week, items shown here are on their way; reserve yours now.
Above, a beautiful Cross Needleminder with a rich deep purple background
$9.50 ~ 4” Cross Scissors in two finishes, primitive or silver $11.50

Above: Plum Street Samplers’ “Eliza Scattergood” $10 (look for the
model on display in the shop for a short time)
Below, 2 from Trenner Needleworks: “Spell Box” $12, a Halloweenthemed set of accessories including box top for 6 x 6 box, needlebook,
pin mattress, ruler holder & scissor fob ~ and “Autumn Lace” $10, a
former teaching piece that includes great instructions to learn Lacis.

Nikyscreations’ “Neighbors”
$8, a sweet neighborhood
design and “Primitive
Alphabets” $20, a large chart
with 26 letters and even more
motifs, to stitch individually or
altogether in one piece

Above, Wendy KC Design’s
hardanger hearts, “Flowers
of Spring” $10 ~ Right,
“The Primitive Jewel’s
“Merry Necklace Kit” $10
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These have been in the shop for several weeks, before Halloween, but I haven’t had a chance to get them in a newsletter for you until now.

Above, “A Wicked Plant (All Hallows Eve)” $12 and “Wicked (since ...)” $11, which can be personalized
with your own choice of dates. There's also an alphabet so you can make your own label with initials.
The chart includes instructions for mounting the label, shown on the right of the cushion.
From the left: “Cinnamon
Christmas” $12 is available in
2 colorways, cinnamon and
red ~ “Merry (since...)” $11 is
meant to be personalized with
your own date ~ Below, “O
Christmas Tree” $12 is filled
with design elements of
favorite Christmas motifs,
including the happy Claus
couple tenderly holding hands

2 for our Adam & Eve
devotees, from the far
left: “A & E (My
Work)” $11, 60w x
85h, shown made
i n t o a s t i t ch i n g
purse but very
framable as well, or
an ornament! And
“An Apple a Day”
$9.50, 59w x 104h
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Left, “Parrot Pin Keepe” $23 kit that includes the
AVAS Soie d’Alger silks, Scottish wool & finishing
fabric
Right, “Unicorn Needle Booke” $27 kit that
includes the AVAS Soie d’Alger silks, Gloriana silk
ribbon, Scottish wool & finishing fabric, along
with interesting information about the unicorn in
needlework and its symbolism. The verse is a
Chinese proverb.
For both of these designs
the designer used 34c
Legacy Linen in
Devonshire Cream. Let
us know if you would
like us to include a piece
of this linen in your
order - $ .

3 from Chatelaine, clockwise from above: “The Provence Mandala” $30 ~
“Winter Guests in a Snowy World” $27; this design features the bare
branches of a winter forest amidst a snow-covered landscape. Branches
with ripe red fruit hang down and feed a few of the birds, both European
and US winter birds, which can be stitched over one or over two ~ “The
Adam & Eve Sampler” $23, charted for NPI, Waterlilies, Gloriana &
Thread Gatherer Silk ‘n Colors + Treasure Braid and Delica beads.
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More Miscellaneous New Things

I love everything on this page and want to
stitch each one! Hmm, where to start?
Clockwise from the left: Rosewood Manor’s
“Nostalgia IX” $8, 9th in this old sampler
motifs series ~ Tournicoton’s “En Toutes
Saisons (In All Seasons)” $21 ~ Widgets &
Wool Primitives’ “Through the Eyes of a
Child” $8 ~ “ScissorTail Designs’
“Pumpkin Potpourri” $8.50 ~ “Abby Rose
Designs’ “Noble, Right and Pure” $9.50
~ and “Verses for Stitchers” $10 from
Lila’s Studio

Left, perhaps my favorite on this
page, because I love the verse
(Time is always moving on,Time we
soon may say is gone, Time is fleeting,
and we know, Time, at last, will
disappear.) and because it’s all red
(but, of course, if red isn’t your
favorite, make it your own, but
as is explained on the chart, red
thread was very desirable 200
years ago, as it was more
expensive to obtain and
therefore showed a family’s good
financial standing), from
Shakespeare’s Peddler’s
“Ann Womack 1838” $11, a
wonderful reproduction.
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More Miscellaneous New Things

Clockwise from above: Notforgotten Farms’ “Feeding The Reindeer Sampler”
$8 ~ Silver Creek Samplers’ “Star of Bethlehem” $12, includes the
ornament also! ~ “Falling Star Primitives’ “A Halloween Prayer Sampler”
$10 (plenty of time to get it finished before next year!) ~ Ink Circles’ “Dala
Squid and Friends” $10 ~ Heartstring Samplery’s “Shooter’s Hill” $10 in
a hand-grained frame from Valley House Primitives

Above, from Julia at Long Dog Samplers, “Mots d’Amour (Words of Love)” $13, 211 x 233, with words of love in several languages including French (Je
t’aime & Ma coeur) and German (Ich liebe dich), designed as a tribute to her late husband David, who passed away in September after a brave battle with
prostate cancer. On her blog Julia shows us the red version, for those of us possessed! What a beautiful tribute to the love between a husband and wife, and
what a lovely anniversary sampler this would make! I just might get it finished in time for 45 years if I start now. And it will definitely have to be in red for me!
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From Gitta’s Charted Petit Point

Clockwise from above: “Bunny Patch” $15 is pictured three different
ways, and all 3 are in the leaflet (on 12c mono canvas, on 40c silk
gauze & door stop on 10c mono canvas) ~ “Bird of Paradise” $20
is shown stitched on 32c Belfast and on black silk gauze ~ “Roses &
Lilies” $11, absolutely stunning on black silk gauze! Of course, I
ordered some in 40c for these beautiful designs.

Above, “Hannah Beeby 1816 Sampler” $21, shown stitched
on 28c Cashel and also on 40c linen, is a historical
reproduction of a Quaker sampler, and the original is in
the hands of one of Hanna’s descendants; the sampler’s
historical journey is included in the leaflet ~ Right, “Maria
Hockin 1841 Sampler” $21, a reproduction of a sampler
in an Ontario museum, the leaflet includes a spot sampler,
which encompasses all of the sampler’s stitches.

Above, we received
“Sweetheart Roses”
$11 instead of
“Lilacs” $11 that
was ordered. We
have a few of both
in stock, and both
are stunning on silk
gauze, as Linda’s
model that Sandy
f r a m e d
demonstrates (sorry,
I failed to photo it).

Above, “Koshsa” $15 shows
the same design on 3
different ground fabrics: the
pillow is stitched on 12c
mono canvas; the framed
model is on 40c silk gauze;
and the rug is stitched on 24c
congress cloth. What a lovely
design for a mouse pad!
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From Handblessings

These adorable Christmas silhouettes, each with a snowflake charm, each $5, are quick to stitch and would make a wonderful addition
to anyone’s Christmas decorations, evoking fond memories of Christmases past. From the left: “Sharing the Christmas Story” ~ “Little
Girl with Teddy Bear Under the Tree” ~ “Little Boy Playing with Truck” ~ “Little Girl with Ornament” ~ “Little Boy with Pull Toy”

From Le jardin d’Emilie
“Susan Rambo” Reproduction

Le jardin d’Emilie participated
in the online needlework show in
October, and we ordered a few of
her very charming designs. From
the left above:
“Christmas by
Numbers” $16 ~ “Christmas Tree
Surprise” $20, includes the 3mm
gold ribbon that decorates the tree,
the star charm at the top, and
instructions on how to make the
red 3-dimensional “pendants” as
the designer calls them (somewhat
resembling icicles but red) ~
“Chatelaine for your Scissors” $14,
with very clear English instructions
(I got a chuckle over the caution
from Dominique on her Web site:
“Not suitable for children under 10
without parental help!”)

This sampler reproduction from Cross-Point
Designs/Janis Lockhart, originally published in a now
out-of-print Sampler & Antique Needlework Quarterly, is now
available as a chartpack ($20). The cover sampler was
beautifully stitched by “our own” Tamami and looks
gorgeous in its hand-grained frame from Valley
House Primitives ($130 for the 40c size)
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Heather’s beautifully finished “A
Stitcher’s Envelope” Accessories
Set by Catherine Theron that
many of us were admiring at the
Merry Cox workshops this past

A new shop model:
“Tis the Season” from
Blackbird Designs’ “Joyeux Noel” $25 that I
stitched on Lakeside’s 45c Vintage Pear with the
called-for Belle Soie, with its perfect frame, handgrained by Janet of Valley House Primitives

Yes! Joy Christian High School won the state championship in their division. Here’s Tyler holding
the trophy, with the biggest smile, with several of his coaches. It was a joyful evening for sure!

Hannah’s team volleyball season is over for
the year ~ we had a chance to go to a
game in Tempe. Only a few weeks before
her 13th birthday, Hannah now loves
Caesar salad. I guess tastes mature as well.

This is a public service announcement: Some readers I know will wonder at this, but I’ve been
asked about this so many times that I decided to include this information in a newsletter. The
funky but very comfortable shoes I wear are made by Alegria, and you can see their current
collection here ~ I’ve been wearing these shoes for almost three years now, ever since Pam &
Susan of Praiseworthy Stitches told me about them at a Nashville Market, and my feet
have never felt so good. And that’s an important thing, considering how much abuse they get!
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